Tritown Cub Scout Pack 13
Summer Activity Bingo
Parents, here are some ways for your
Cubscout to keep scouting all summer and use
up some of their endless energy.
There will be prizes in September for the top 3
that come closest to filling their bingo card.
Below are some things to help you help them
along the way. Some squares will require you
to send in a photo with the cub in it and some
will require you to log into Scoutbook and
checking off they completed it. July and
August Pack Activity will require their
attendance on those days – and count toward
earning the Summertime Pin award and given
at first Pack Meeting of the new school year.
Dates for Pack Activities in July and August
with activity details will be emailed out –
feel free to bring a friend to try out cub
scouts!
Sunscreen Experiment: (email a photo to
pack13photos@gmail.com for credit)
Why do we use sunscreen? What does it do?
Materials:




Dark colored construction paper
Sunscreen (lotion type works best)
Small paintbrush or fingers, or q-tip

Directions:
1. Use a paintbrush or fingers or q-tip to
paint a simple picture on the
construction paper using the sunscreen.
2. Place your artwork outside in a very
sunny spot
3. Check on it as it starts to dry – how did
the paper that didn’t get painted
change? Talk to your parents about
how that works on your skin.

Sundial task: (email a photo to
pack13photos@gmail.com) for credit)
Long ago…before Watches and clocks people
used the sun to tell time.
Materials:



Straight stick found outside
12 shells or smallish rocks found outside

Directions:
1. Go to a sunny area outside
2. Push the stick into a flat area of grass or
dirt , or if that is not available, push the
stick into a large ball of clay/playdoh and
set it on the sidewalk.
3. Looking at a clock and beginning on the
hour, mark the location of the stick’s
shadow by placing a rock, shell , or
other marker on the ground where the
shadow touches.
4. Repeat step 3 every hour on the hour
during the daylight. The markers begin
to create a circle shaped sundial,
depending on the number of times the
shadow is marked. The more hourly
markers that are placed, the more
accurate the sundial will be.
5. Take a photo of you and your sundial
and email to pack13photos@gmail.com

Knots: (log in Scoutbook and show leader
in September) Use your new Rank!
2nd Graders Wolf
Call of the Wild Adventure Req #5
3rd Graders Bear
Bear Necessities Adventure Req #5
4th & 5th Graders Webelos/Arrow of Light
Outdoor Adventure Req #4A
For Knot help: really good phone/ipad app is at
animatedknots.com
also see this link – videos can be slowed down
https://scoutlife.org/tag/knots/

